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Report Highlights

Oct 03
Jupiter Opposition Venus
Transit (Scorpio-Taurus 3rd-9th)
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/03/06 Leave: 10/08/06)
What is a clear career decision (an easy solution) may go against your sense of
values, how you feel about the matter. You may find yourself having to choose
between your career and your sense of enjoyment, the things you love and
appreciate.
Oct 25
*****

Pluto Opposition MC
Leave

Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 4th-10th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/25/06)

Home and family come under intense scrutiny and pressure as you find yourself
digging into everything that is most personal and private about yourself. A time to
get down to basics and strip away all that is nonessential. Not much of a social
time.
Secondary Progression
(Capricorn 4th )
Oct 29 Moon Enters Capricorn
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/29/06 Leave: End Date)
Emotional seriousness, a sober orientation, and a practical awareness of the nature
of time: these are keynotes of your deepest feelings now. There is a tendency to
be too strict with yourself, to insist that whatever does not contribute to security
and other long-term goals is trivial. Ambition is intensified.

Nov 24 Jupiter Enters Sagittarius Transit (Sagittarius 3rd )
***** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/24/06 Leave: End Date)
Faith, optimism, and a yearning to explore all kinds of new horizons: these are
some of the focal points in your life at this time. Travel, education, and other
ways to stretch your horizons open new doors of opportunity. Religious,
philosophical, and cultural matters are likely to have special appeal for you now;
transmitting ideas on a broader scale brings gain.
Dec 03
Jupiter Opposition Uranus
Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 11/28/06 Exact: 12/03/06 Leave: 12/07/06)
Career choices, the obvious path that is opening up for you, may grate against
your own sense of freedom and independence. Success and security at the
expense of originality may be too great a price to pay. Some middle road could be
found.
Dec 06

Neptune Opposition Moon

Transit

(Aquarius-Leo 5th-11th)

*****

Exact

(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/06/06 Leave: 01/10/07)

A tendency to escape or withdraw into your imagination at the expense of your
friends and supporters. You may be unrealistic, taken with dreams, psychic
matters, and the like. Your living situation or a younger person may challenge
your dreaminess.
Dec 14
Moon Opposition Jupiter
Secondary Progression (Capricorn-Cancer 4th-10th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 11/19/06 Exact: 12/14/06 Leave: 01/08/07)
Optimism is probably misplaced now, because there isn't the kind of support you
need or want for your goals - caution and reserve could stand you in very good
stead. Legal interests and publishing or broadcasting concerns are likely to run
into resistance.
Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
Dec 17
Jupiter Opposition Saturn
**** Exact
(Enter: 12/13/06 Exact: 12/17/06 Leave: 12/22/06)
Opportunities may go against your own sense of security and responsibility.
Career choices may require that you take a chance and neglect the home front.
This is a tough call, and some compromise is perhaps the best way to a workable
solution.

Dec 20
*****

Pluto Opposition Sun
Exact

Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 4th-10th)
(Enter: 11/23/06 Exact: 12/20/06 Leave: 01/17/07)

Power struggles, with authorities in particular, can be one sign of this aspect.
Your need for constant inner change and growth may end up setting you back as
much as it helps. Your ambitions and basic life direction could be challenged.
Mar 06
Jupiter Opposition Mercury Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 02/24/07 Exact: 03/06/07 Leave: 03/20/07)
Opportunities and obvious career decisions may go against your ideas on the
subject. These easy solutions and possible alternatives may be a challenge to the
way you think. Communication about your job may be difficult now.
Mar 19
Sun Square Jupiter Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Cancer 7th-10th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
Legal controversy is best avoided now, if at all possible: far better to settle out of
court than to fight to the bitter end. A change of residence is possible - perhaps a
long-distance relocation. Educational plans need changing: you now realize that
they don't suit you as well as you'd like. Anything connected with publishing,
advertising, or broadcasting requires re-examination: a change of plans or
perspectives gives you the upper hand.
Mar 19 Sun Square Sun Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Gemini 7th-10th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
Your home and family environment is likely to be the scene of many challenges
or changes now. Buying or selling real estate may be in the picture; new
furnishings or fixtures or even a complete renovation could be in the works.
Keeping a balance between change and continuity is a high priority.

Mar 19
Sun Opposition Neptune
Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Virgo 7th-1st)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
You can't please anyone if you can't please yourself: that's the message
circumstances bring home to roost for you at a time like this. Close relationships
are apt to be distorted by wishful thinking, or they could go to emotional extremes
beyond all reason. It's essential to get your bearings where these things are
concerned, to see things as they are rather than as you would like them to be;otherwise, there can only be disappointment.
Mar 19
Sun Opposition Asc Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Virgo 7th-1st)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
A close relationship is likely to be riding an emotional whirlwind now - or a
rollercoaster, at the very least. It's important to keep your perspective where such
things are concerned. Feelings of love and needs for security must be expressed
and addressed; otherwise they can drive a wedge between people.

October - Monthly Highlights

Oct 03
Jupiter Opposition Venus
Transit (Scorpio-Taurus 3rd-9th)
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/03/06 Leave: 10/08/06)
What is a clear career decision (an easy solution) may go against your sense of
values, how you feel about the matter. You may find yourself having to choose
between your career and your sense of enjoyment, the things you love and
appreciate.
Oct 25
*****

Pluto Opposition MC
Leave

Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 4th-10th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/25/06)

Home and family come under intense scrutiny and pressure as you find yourself
digging into everything that is most personal and private about yourself. A time to
get down to basics and strip away all that is nonessential. Not much of a social
time.
Secondary Progression
(Capricorn 4th )
Oct 29 Moon Enters Capricorn
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/29/06 Leave: End Date)
Emotional seriousness, a sober orientation, and a practical awareness of the nature
of time: these are keynotes of your deepest feelings now. There is a tendency to
be too strict with yourself, to insist that whatever does not contribute to security
and other long-term goals is trivial. Ambition is intensified.

Report for October

Oct 03
Jupiter Opposition Venus
Transit (Scorpio-Taurus 3rd-9th)
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/03/06 Leave: 10/08/06)
What is a clear career decision (an easy solution) may go against your sense of
values, how you feel about the matter. You may find yourself having to choose
between your career and your sense of enjoyment, the things you love and
appreciate.
Oct 04 Mars Sextile Moon
Transit
(Libra-Leo 1st-11th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 10/03/06 Exact: 10/04/06 Leave: 10/06/06)
You have a lot of energy for improving your surroundings or life situations. You
are very motivated to improve. There could be some hard feelings, especially
from younger persons, if you become too aggressive.
Oct 05 Mars Enters Second
Transit
(Libra 2nd )
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/05/06 Leave: End Date)
Instant gratification is one of the temptations to which you're subject now: you
want things, and you want them this instant. This is a practical and materialistic
kind of focus, one that emphasizes the making and spending of money. Learning
what really counts is an important lesson that may be learned the hard way.
Oct 06 Mars Trine Mercury Transit (Libra-Gemini 2nd-9th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 10/04/06 Exact: 10/06/06 Leave: 10/07/06)
You may be very forceful in what you say and think. With all of this emotional
energy, you could speak or communicate very well. You have mental drive.
Oct 14 Mars Trine MC
Transit
(Libra-Gemini 2nd-10th)
(Enter: 10/12/06 Exact: 10/14/06 Leave: 10/15/06)
*** Exact
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may
appear commanding and assertive.
Oct 18 Mars Trine Sun
Transit
(Libra-Gemini 2nd-10th)
(Enter: 10/17/06 Exact: 10/18/06 Leave: 10/20/06)
*** Exact
You may be especially dynamic and assertive just now. There is a lot of energy
and drive available.
Oct 23 Mars Enters Scorpio Transit (Scorpio 2nd )
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/23/06 Leave: End Date)

Tear it down and build it up again, reach in and pluck out the offending element:
that's what the new cycle you have entered is like. Power becomes a compelling
idea, perhaps even an aphrodisiac - and you've got a stronger than usual supply of
it now. Use it, don't abuse it - or you might find that it's a two-edged sword!
Oct 25
*****

Pluto Opposition MC
Leave

Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 4th-10th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/25/06)

Home and family come under intense scrutiny and pressure as you find yourself
digging into everything that is most personal and private about yourself. A time to
get down to basics and strip away all that is nonessential. Not much of a social
time.
Oct 26 Mars Trine Jupiter
Transit
(Scorpio-Cancer 2nd-10th)
(Enter: 10/24/06 Exact: 10/26/06 Leave: 10/27/06)
*** Exact
A perfect time to be assertive and to move forward in your career decisions. You
have all the drive and energy you could want, and it should be easy to channel it.
The path is open and clear.
Oct 27 Mars Square Mars Transit (Scorpio-Leo 2nd-11th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 10/26/06 Exact: 10/27/06 Leave: 10/29/06)
Harsh energy could leave you feeling emotionally blocked and frustrated. Don't
try to push too hard. You are only fighting yourself. Wait this one out.
Oct 28
Saturn Sextile MC Transit (Leo-Gemini 11th-10th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 10/15/06 Exact: 10/28/06 Leave: 11/17/06)
A time during which you are at your best in regard to practical matters and workrelated affairs. Events may line up in your favor and push you over the top to new
heights. A promotion or recognition for past accomplishments could be
forthcoming.
Oct 29 Moon Enters Capricorn
Secondary Progression
(Capricorn 4th )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/29/06 Leave: End Date)
**** Exact
Emotional seriousness, a sober orientation, and a practical awareness of the nature
of time: these are keynotes of your deepest feelings now. There is a tendency to
be too strict with yourself, to insist that whatever does not contribute to security
and other long-term goals is trivial. Ambition is intensified.
Oct 30 Mars Square Pluto Transit (Scorpio-Leo 2nd-11th)
(Enter: 10/28/06 Exact: 10/30/06 Leave: 10/31/06)
*** Exact
Intense emotional drama is available if that is what you need. Your emotions are
not in tune with the more sensitive and private areas of your life. Push on now and
you risk some very turbulent emotional scenes.

November - Monthly Highlights

Nov 24 Jupiter Enters Sagittarius Transit (Sagittarius 3rd )
***** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/24/06 Leave: End Date)
Faith, optimism, and a yearning to explore all kinds of new horizons: these are
some of the focal points in your life at this time. Travel, education, and other
ways to stretch your horizons open new doors of opportunity. Religious,
philosophical, and cultural matters are likely to have special appeal for you now;
transmitting ideas on a broader scale brings gain.

Report for November

Nov 03 Jupiter Sextile Asc Transit (Scorpio-Virgo 3rd-1st)
**** Exact
(Enter: 10/29/06 Exact: 11/03/06 Leave: 11/07/06)
You will benefit from taking a more inward direction, turning away from the
outward world a bit and allowing new ideas and information to filter through. A
career point, after which you should expect to let go a bit and undergo a little
regeneration.
Nov 11 Jupiter Sextile Neptune
Transit
(Scorpio-Virgo 3rd-1st)
**** Exact
(Enter: 11/06/06 Exact: 11/11/06 Leave: 11/15/06)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how
life could be. Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas
of group cooperation and communion (mass images) could further your career.
Nov 14 Pluto Square Asc Transit (Sagittarius-Virgo 4th-1st)
***** Exact
(Enter: 10/04/06 Exact: 11/14/06 Leave: 12/12/06)
Home and job come under intense scrutiny and pressure as you find yourself
digging into everything that is most personal and private about yourself. A time to
get down to basics and strip away all that is nonessential. Not much of a social
time.
Nov 18
Mars Square Moon Transit (Scorpio-Leo 2nd-11th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 11/16/06 Exact: 11/18/06 Leave: 11/19/06)
Emotional flare-ups, especially with younger people or those you spend time with
are ,possible right now. You could push too hard and damage your living situation
or means of support.
Nov 18 Mars Enters Third Transit (Scorpio 3rd )
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/18/06 Leave: End Date)
A period of great mental activity and energy has begun. You have a lot on your
mind and feel a strong need to communicate and gather ideas. Changes in the
neighborhood may get on your nerves; an excess of mental energy can be
distracting. Focus; pay attention!
Nov 20 Mars Opposition Venus
Transit
(Scorpio-Taurus 3rd-9th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 11/19/06 Exact: 11/20/06 Leave: 11/21/06)
Others may oppose or confront your value system. Their push or drive may tend
to conflict with the way you feel and do things. Your own desires may be ignored.

Nov 24 Jupiter Enters Sagittarius Transit (Sagittarius 3rd )
***** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/24/06 Leave: End Date)
Faith, optimism, and a yearning to explore all kinds of new horizons: these are
some of the focal points in your life at this time. Travel, education, and other
ways to stretch your horizons open new doors of opportunity. Religious,
philosophical, and cultural matters are likely to have special appeal for you now;
transmitting ideas on a broader scale brings gain.
Nov 29 Mars Sextile Asc Transit (Scorpio-Virgo 3rd-1st)
*** Exact
(Enter: 11/28/06 Exact: 11/29/06 Leave: 11/30/06)
You can really communicate and convey yourself to others right now. You have a
lot of energy and come across as assertive and dominant.

December - Monthly Highlights

Dec 03
Jupiter Opposition Uranus
Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 11/28/06 Exact: 12/03/06 Leave: 12/07/06)
Career choices, the obvious path that is opening up for you, may grate against
your own sense of freedom and independence. Success and security at the
expense of originality may be too great a price to pay. Some middle road could be
found.
Dec 06
*****

Neptune Opposition Moon
Exact

Transit (Aquarius-Leo 5th-11th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/06/06 Leave: 01/10/07)

A tendency to escape or withdraw into your imagination at the expense of your
friends and supporters. You may be unrealistic, taken with dreams, psychic
matters, and the like. Your living situation or a younger person may challenge
your dreaminess.
Secondary Progression (Capricorn-Cancer 4th-10th)
Dec 14
Moon Opposition Jupiter
*** Exact
(Enter: 11/19/06 Exact: 12/14/06 Leave: 01/08/07)
Optimism is probably misplaced now, because there isn't the kind of support you
need or want for your goals - caution and reserve could stand you in very good
stead. Legal interests and publishing or broadcasting concerns are likely to run
into resistance.
Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
Dec 17
Jupiter Opposition Saturn
**** Exact
(Enter: 12/13/06 Exact: 12/17/06 Leave: 12/22/06)
Opportunities may go against your own sense of security and responsibility.
Career choices may require that you take a chance and neglect the home front.
This is a tough call, and some compromise is perhaps the best way to a workable
solution.

Dec 20
*****

Pluto Opposition Sun
Exact

Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 4th-10th)
(Enter: 11/23/06 Exact: 12/20/06 Leave: 01/17/07)

Power struggles, with authorities in particular, can be one sign of this aspect.
Your need for constant inner change and growth may end up setting you back as
much as it helps. Your ambitions and basic life direction could be challenged.

Report for December

Dec 02 Mars Sextile Neptune
Transit
(Scorpio-Virgo 3rd-1st)
*** Exact
(Enter: 11/30/06 Exact: 12/02/06 Leave: 12/03/06)
A strong drive to unify and simplify. You want something more imaginative and
less mundane. A yearning for other worlds and for some more cosmic form of
love.
Dec 03
Jupiter Opposition Uranus
Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 11/28/06 Exact: 12/03/06 Leave: 12/07/06)
Career choices, the obvious path that is opening up for you, may grate against
your own sense of freedom and independence. Success and security at the
expense of originality may be too great a price to pay. Some middle road could be
found.
Dec 06
Mars Enters Sagittarius Transit (Sagittarius 3rd )
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/06/06 Leave: End Date)
Ideology is a keynote of the new phase you have begun - the power of ideas and
the power they wield over people. Religious, cultural, or philosophical
controversies and crusades have a way of stirring your blood. Travel and
adventure are compelling temptations as you dare to test your mettle and stretch
your horizons.
Dec 06
Jupiter Trine Mars Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 3rd-11th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 12/01/06 Exact: 12/06/06 Leave: 12/10/06)
Things are happening, and your career, or path depends upon your own ambition
and drive, which are strong now. Able to use good common horse-sense, you can
feel trends and make the right moves. A time to get ahead by taking action.
Dec 06
*****

Neptune Opposition Moon
Exact

Transit (Aquarius-Leo 5th-11th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/06/06 Leave: 01/10/07)

A tendency to escape or withdraw into your imagination at the expense of your
friends and supporters. You may be unrealistic, taken with dreams, psychic
matters, and the like. Your living situation or a younger person may challenge
your dreaminess.
Dec 09
Mars Opposition Uranus
Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 12/07/06 Exact: 12/09/06 Leave: 12/10/06)
Explosive arguments could lead to going your own way when someone or

something tries to confine you. Your own sense of independence and freedom is
being challenged.
Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 3rd-11th)
Dec 10 Mars Trine Mars
*** Exact
(Enter: 12/08/06 Exact: 12/10/06 Leave: 12/11/06)
A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something out or taking care
of business. Very physical too. Exercise or romance is in order.

Dec 12
Mars Trine Pluto
Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 3rd-11th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 12/10/06 Exact: 12/12/06 Leave: 12/13/06)
A drive to probe and penetrate may find you examining and working through
some strong internal changes. Push too hard and you could be too dominating,
even oppressive, to yourself and others.
Dec 13
Jupiter Trine Pluto Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 3rd-11th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 12/09/06 Exact: 12/13/06 Leave: 12/18/06)
You may find that both your personal growth and your career may depend upon
how you can handle the very sensitive psychological material that may be coming
up now. You will benefit from analytical insights, getting to the heart of things.
Penetrating.
Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
Dec 13 Mars Opposition Saturn
*** Exact
(Enter: 12/12/06 Exact: 12/13/06 Leave: 12/15/06)
The status quo may meet with some opposition. Someone's emotional state may
block your own interests. Belligerence and opposition can be anticipated.
Secondary Progression (Capricorn-Cancer 4th-10th)
Dec 14
Moon Opposition Jupiter
*** Exact
(Enter: 11/19/06 Exact: 12/14/06 Leave: 01/08/07)
Optimism is probably misplaced now, because there isn't the kind of support you
need or want for your goals - caution and reserve could stand you in very good
stead. Legal interests and publishing or broadcasting concerns are likely to run
into resistance.
Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
Dec 17
Jupiter Opposition Saturn
**** Exact
(Enter: 12/13/06 Exact: 12/17/06 Leave: 12/22/06)
Opportunities may go against your own sense of security and responsibility.
Career choices may require that you take a chance and neglect the home front.
This is a tough call, and some compromise is perhaps the best way to a workable
solution.

Dec 20
*****

Pluto Opposition Sun
Exact

Transit
(Sagittarius-Gemini 4th-10th)
(Enter: 11/23/06 Exact: 12/20/06 Leave: 01/17/07)

Power struggles, with authorities in particular, can be one sign of this aspect.
Your need for constant inner change and growth may end up setting you back as
much as it helps. Your ambitions and basic life direction could be challenged.
Dec 30 Mars Trine Moon
Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 3rd-11th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 12/29/06 Exact: 12/30/06 Leave: 01/01/07)
You have a lot of energy for improving your surroundings or life situations. You

are very motivated to improve. There could be some hard feelings, especially
from younger persons, if you become too aggressive.
Dec 31 Mars Opposition Mercury Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 12/30/06 Exact: 12/31/06 Leave: 01/02/07)
You may have words and possible hurt feelings with someone during this time.
Emotional needs conflict with the way you think and communicate. Some form of
gut-level opposition to your ideas.

Report for January

Jan 03
*****

Pluto Square Neptune
Exact

Transit
(Sagittarius-Virgo 4th-1st)
(Enter: 12/07/06 Exact: 01/03/07 Leave: 02/03/07)

Your ideals and dreams are locked in combat with your need for inner growth and
transformation. Sensitivities that continue to pop up don't fit in with your avowed
set of aims and goals. The resulting friction requires a careful compromise.
Jan 08
Mars Enters Fourth Transit (Sagittarius 4th )
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/08/07 Leave: End Date)
Family and security are things that rattle your chain more than ever now. These
are areas where you make beginnings and bold moves, things you're willing to
fight for... things it pays to be careful about.
Jan 08
Mars Opposition MC Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 4th-10th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 01/06/07 Exact: 01/08/07 Leave: 01/09/07)
Your home and family life may be challenged by someone in authority. This
could be job-related. There may be a Mexican standoff.
Jan 08
*****

Neptune Trine Mercury
Exact

Transit
(Aquarius-Gemini 5th-9th)
(Enter: 12/02/06 Exact: 01/08/07 Leave: 02/05/07)

You are at your most poet, able to put your dreams and ideals into words and
communicate them through speaking and writing. Your whole mental
environment takes on an almost other-worldly hue during this time. Your muse
wakes.
Transit (Sagittarius-Virgo 4th-1st)
Jan 10
Mars Square Asc
*** Exact
(Enter: 01/09/07 Exact: 01/10/07 Leave: 01/11/07)
You may be under a lot of pressure, at least in the way you appear to others. All is
not in harmony between your emotions and the way you come across.

Jan 12
Mars Opposition Sun Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 4th-10th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 01/10/07 Exact: 01/12/07 Leave: 01/13/07)
You may have an emotional confrontation with someone older than you or with
an authority figure. Your feelings and emotions may be running against your best
interests.
Transit (Sagittarius-Virgo 4th-1st)
Jan 12 Mars Square Neptune
*** Exact
(Enter: 01/11/07 Exact: 01/12/07 Leave: 01/14/07)

Don't do too much dreaming just now. It would be very easy for you to get carried
away with some fancy or another. Your feelings are not in sync with your
imagination. You may be hard to satisfy.
Jan 14
Saturn Sextile MC Transit (Leo-Gemini 11th-10th)
(Enter: 12/25/06 Exact: 01/14/07 Leave: 01/28/07)
**** Exact
A time during which you are at your best in regard to practical matters and workrelated affairs. Events may line up in your favor and push you over the top to new
heights. A promotion or recognition for past accomplishments could be
forthcoming.
Jan 16
Mars Enters Capricorn Transit (Capricorn 4th )
**** Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/16/07 Leave: End Date)
With this new cycle taking hold in your life now, taking charge and being in
control become more important issues for you. You want to get things organized,
and you have the initiative to do it. This is a time of ambition and responsibility, a
time to keep your cool and pace yourself. Working hard is smart, but working
smart is better.
Jan 19 Mars Opposition Jupiter Transit (Capricorn-Cancer 4th-10th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 01/18/07 Exact: 01/19/07 Leave: 01/20/07)
Emotional considerations may block or oppose how you proceed with a project or
plan. Someone may get pushy or obscure the real choices and the right path.
Jan 26
*****

Neptune Square Venus
Exact

Transit
(Aquarius-Taurus 5th-9th)
(Enter: 12/28/06 Exact: 01/26/07 Leave: 02/21/07)

Your current bout of idealism may carry you away to the point of damaging or
obscuring your true life values. Probably not the best time to make aesthetic or
value judgments, since your ability to appreciate may be blurred or unrealistic.

Report for February

Feb 11 Mars Trine Venus
Transit (Capricorn-Taurus 4th-9th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 02/10/07 Exact: 02/11/07 Leave: 02/12/07)
Your desires are strong, and you will want to enjoy yourself. Romance is very
possible. There is a basic drive to appreciate and taste life.
Feb 19 Mars Trine Asc
Transit
(Capricorn-Virgo 4th-1st)
*** Exact
(Enter: 02/18/07 Exact: 02/19/07 Leave: 02/21/07)
You can really communicate and convey yourself to others right now. You have a
lot of energy and come across as assertive and dominant.
Feb 22 Mars Trine Neptune
Transit
(Capricorn-Virgo 4th-1st)
*** Exact
(Enter: 02/20/07 Exact: 02/22/07 Leave: 02/23/07)
A strong drive to unify and simplify. You want something more imaginative and
less mundane. A yearning for other worlds and for some more cosmic form of
love.
Feb 25
Jupiter Trine Moon Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 3rd-11th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 02/17/07 Exact: 02/25/07 Leave: 03/07/07)
Your home environment, friends, and surroundings in general get facilitated and
receive encouragement. Your work or career is in real harmony with the rest of
your life. You could gain from subordinates or younger people during this time.
Feb 26 Mars Enters Aquarius
Transit (Aquarius 4th )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 02/26/07 Leave: End Date)
**** Exact
The reformer, the inventor, the engineer, the revolutionary - these are important
archetypes for you as a new cycle gets underway in your life. They are icons of
the ambitions that stir you at a time like this. Independence, freedom from past
patterns, and a daring readiness to innovate: such are the paths of achievement for
you now.
Feb 27
Mars Enters Fifth Transit (Aquarius 5th )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 02/27/07 Leave: End Date)
**** Exact
You're coming into a creative and competitive phase now, one in which you want
to be admired and appreciated for what you do and who you are. A lover or child
becomes a focal point in your life. Romance and such creative pursuits as hobbies
are an outlet for much of your energy.

Feb 28 Mars Trine Uranus
Transit
(Aquarius-Gemini 5th-9th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 02/27/07 Exact: 02/28/07 Leave: 03/02/07)
You feel like being different, trying something new and unusual. A perfect time
for new ideas, a breakthrough in thinking, a novel approach.

March - Monthly Highlights

Mar 06
Jupiter Opposition Mercury Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 02/24/07 Exact: 03/06/07 Leave: 03/20/07)
Opportunities and obvious career decisions may go against your ideas on the
subject. These easy solutions and possible alternatives may be a challenge to the
way you think. Communication about your job may be difficult now.
Mar 19
Sun Square Jupiter Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Cancer 7th-10th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
Legal controversy is best avoided now, if at all possible: far better to settle out of
court than to fight to the bitter end. A change of residence is possible - perhaps a
long-distance relocation. Educational plans need changing: you now realize that
they don't suit you as well as you'd like. Anything connected with publishing,
advertising, or broadcasting requires re-examination: a change of plans or
perspectives gives you the upper hand.
Mar 19 Sun Square Sun Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Gemini 7th-10th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
Your home and family environment is likely to be the scene of many challenges
or changes now. Buying or selling real estate may be in the picture; new
furnishings or fixtures or even a complete renovation could be in the works.
Keeping a balance between change and continuity is a high priority.
Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Virgo 7th-1st)
Mar 19
Sun Opposition Neptune
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
*** Exact
You can't please anyone if you can't please yourself: that's the message
circumstances bring home to roost for you at a time like this. Close relationships
are apt to be distorted by wishful thinking, or they could go to emotional extremes
beyond all reason. It's essential to get your bearings where these things are
concerned, to see things as they are rather than as you would like them to be;otherwise, there can only be disappointment.

Mar 19
Sun Opposition Asc Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Virgo 7th-1st)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
A close relationship is likely to be riding an emotional whirlwind now - or a
rollercoaster, at the very least. It's important to keep your perspective where such
things are concerned. Feelings of love and needs for security must be expressed

and addressed; otherwise they can drive a wedge between people.

Report for March

Mar 01
Mars Opposition Mars Transit (Aquarius-Leo 5th-11th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 02/28/07 Exact: 03/01/07 Leave: 03/02/07)
You could have an emotional eruption with someone, an old-fashioned standoff.
Tempers may be hot, as push comes to shove. Self-control might be in order.
Mar 03
Mars Opposition Pluto Transit (Aquarius-Leo 5th-11th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/02/07 Exact: 03/03/07 Leave: 03/05/07)
A real power struggle could be in the wind. An emotional person or event
challenges your sense of privacy and inner growth. Someone may get very
personal with you.
Mar 04
Mars Trine Saturn
Transit
(Aquarius-Gemini 5th-9th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/03/07 Exact: 03/04/07 Leave: 03/06/07)
Irresistible force meets immovable object. Proceed with caution! There is a lot of
energy available for disciplined work, but push too hard and you may break
something.
Mar 06
Jupiter Opposition Mercury Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 3rd-9th)
**** Exact
(Enter: 02/24/07 Exact: 03/06/07 Leave: 03/20/07)
Opportunities and obvious career decisions may go against your ideas on the
subject. These easy solutions and possible alternatives may be a challenge to the
way you think. Communication about your job may be difficult now.
Mar 09
Venus Sextile Saturn Secondary Progression (Leo-Gemini 11th-9th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 03/09/07)
**** Leave
Quiet, sure, and steady is the winning tactic for you now - nothing flashy.
Traditional and conservative approaches win you respect and admiration. Friends
and acquaintances have a way of helping you reach goals for status and security.
Mar 13
Saturn Sextile Mercury Transit (Leo-Gemini 11th-9th)
**** Enter
(Enter: 03/13/07 Exact: End Date Leave: End Date)
Your mind may be very clear now and your thoughts brought to a sharp focus.
Easy to organize your thoughts, and communication of all kinds is furthered.
Write that book, take that course. Your thoughts count now, so use your mind.
Communicate.
Mar 19

Sun Square Sun

Solar Eclipse

(Pisces-Gemini 7th-10th)

***

Exact

(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)

Your home and family environment is likely to be the scene of many challenges
or changes now. Buying or selling real estate may be in the picture; new
furnishings or fixtures or even a complete renovation could be in the works.
Keeping a balance between change and continuity is a high priority.
Mar 19
Sun Opposition Neptune
Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Virgo 7th-1st)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
You can't please anyone if you can't please yourself: that's the message
circumstances bring home to roost for you at a time like this. Close relationships
are apt to be distorted by wishful thinking, or they could go to emotional extremes
beyond all reason. It's essential to get your bearings where these things are
concerned, to see things as they are rather than as you would like them to be;otherwise, there can only be disappointment.
Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Gemini 7th-9th)
Mar 19 Sun Sextile Uranus
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)
*** Exact
Social and technological change is at work in your life in a big way now.
Adapting to it is a must: trying to maintain business as usual will only get you left
behind. At one level, this points to a change in friendships and other social
connections. At another, it is a sign that technology can significantly alter your
lifestyle. It's up to you to stay on top of the latest developments; failure to do so
makes things harder.

Mar 19
Sun Square Jupiter Solar Eclipse (Pisces-Cancer 7th-10th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/19/07 Leave: 09/11/07)

***

Exact

(Enter: 03/19/07 Exact: 03/21/07 Leave: 03/22/07)

You may have an emotional confrontation with someone younger than you. Your
feelings, or the feelings of someone who supports you, may be hurt.
Mar 22
Mars Trine Mercury Transit (Aquarius-Gemini 5th-9th)
(Enter: 03/20/07 Exact: 03/22/07 Leave: 03/23/07)
*** Exact
You may be very forceful in what you say and think. With all of this emotional
energy, you could speak or communicate very well. You have mental drive.
Mar 23
Mars Square Venus
Transit
(Aquarius-Taurus 5th-9th)
*** Exact
(Enter: 03/21/07 Exact: 03/23/07 Leave: 03/24/07)
You may feel emotionally frustrated. Your feelings are going against much of
what you value, so make way for possible difficulty. Your enjoyment of life may
be temporarily blocked.
Mar 29
Mars Trine MC Transit (Aquarius-Gemini 5th-10th)
(Enter: 03/27/07 Exact: 03/29/07 Leave: End Date)
*** Exact
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may
appear commanding and assertive.

